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Abstra t

Multi-agent systems are often taken as a paradigm in the spe i ation of omplex systems be ause of their power in the abstra tion from
implementation details. Di erent kinds of modal logi s have been used
to model agents' knowledge - beliefs - desires, and their evolution over
time. In this report I investigate how model he king te hniques an be
applied to some problems of veri ation in multi-agent systems. I review
brie y th literature for multi-agent systems logi s, and for model he king. Also, I present results a hieved in the veri ation of non-temporal
epistemi properties of two examples, en oded in the formalism of interpreted systems: the bit transmission problem and the proto ol of the
dining ryptographers.
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1 Introdu tion
The on ept of rational agent has been adopted by many dis iplines, in luding
e onomy, philosophy, omputer s ien e and mathemati s. One of the reason for
this is that we naturally as ribe \mental qualities" to omplex systems. Quoting
from [28℄ ( ited in [41, 20℄):
\To as ribe ertain beliefs, knowledge, free will, intentions, ons iousness, abilities or wants to a ma hine or omputer program is
legitimate when su h an as ription expresses the same information
about the ma hine that it expresses about a person. It is useful when
the as ription helps us understand the stru ture of the ma hine, its
past or future behaviour, or how to repair or improve it. [...℄ Asription of mental qualities is most straightforward for ma hines of
known stru ture su h as thermostats and omputer operating systems, but is most useful when applied to entities whose stru ture is
in ompletely known".
In the past twenty years, various logi al theories have been developed to
formalise knowledge, beliefs, desires, intentions and other intentional attitudes
(in the sense of [11℄) of rational agents. Su h logi s in lude Cohen and Levesque's
theory of intention [10℄, Rao and George BDI ar hite ture [16℄, Wooldridge's
Logi for Rational Agents (LORA, [38℄), and interpreted systems by Fagin,
Halpern, Moses and Vardi [12℄.
In my resear h I am interested mainly in the formalisation of the knowledge
of an agent, and its evolution over time. Indeed, epistemi logi s an be used to
apture properties of distributed systems and, in parti ular, to express desired
behaviour of proto ols [15℄. In this report I shall use the formalism of interpreted
systems [12℄ to represent multi-agent systems (MAS) and to reason about their
epistemi properties. Interpreted systems provide a omputationally grounded
theory of agen y. The notion of omputationally grounded theory of agen y was
introdu ed by M. Wooldridge in [39℄ to denote a theory that an be interpreted
in terms of some on rete omputational model.
Though J. Halpern and M. Vardi suggested the use of model he king te hniques for the veri ation of multi-agent systems in 1991 [14℄, it is only re ently
that results along these lines have been a hieved [1, 22, 32, 40, 3, 31, 21, 36℄.
This resear h aims at making a ontribution towards solving the problem of the
veri ation of MAS. I argue that existing model he king te hniques and tools
for temporal logi s an be extended to take into a ount other modalities that
are ommonly used to model MAS.
The rest of the report is organised as follows. I begin with some mathemati al preliminaries (Se tion 2) and with the obje tives of my resear h (Se tion 5.
In Se tion 3 I review various theories for the formalisation of MAS, with a detailed introdu tion to interpreted systems. In Se tion 4 I rst present model
he king te hniques, and then I analyse di erent approa hes to the problem
of model he king MAS. In Se tion 6 I introdu e two examples of multi-agent
3

systems: the bit transmission problem and the proto ol of the dining ryptographers. Se tion 7 lists the results obtained so far. I on lude in Se tion 8 by
evaluating the results and by sket hing possible evolutions of my the resear h.

2 Mathemati al preliminaries
In this se tion I present a brief overview of the modal logi formalism that I
am going to use in the report. This overview is taken mainly from [13℄ and [7℄,
where all the proofs that are not reported here an be found.

2.1 Syntax
Let P be a ountable set of atomi formulae, usually denoted p; q; : : : The language of propositional modal logi L is de ned by the the set of formulae ' 2 L:
' ::= pj:'j'1 ^ '2 j2'
Other onne tives are introdu ed as usual. In parti ular, 3' = :2:', ? =
p ^:p, and > = :?. Possible readings of 2' are \It is ne essarily true that '",
\It will always be true that '", \It ought to be that '", \It is known that '".
In the following I shall use other symbols for the modal operator 2, in luding
K (to be read \it is known that") and O (to be read \it ought to be that").

2.2 Logi s
By s hema I mean a set of formulae all having the same synta ti form. For
example, the s hema 2A ! A is the set of formulae
f2B ! B : B 2 Lg. A logi is any set L 2 L su h that
 L in ludes all tautologies
 L is losed under Modus Ponens, i.e.
if A; A ! B 2 L, then B 2 L.
Members of L are alled theorems and I write `L ' if ' 2 L.
A logi is normal if it ontains the s hema
K : 2(A ! B ) ! (2A ! 2B )
and is losed under ne essitation, i.e.
if `L A; then `L 2A
The smallest normal logi is denoted with K1 . Following standard onventions, I denote with KX1 : : : Xn the smallest normal logi ontaining the
s hemata X1 : : : Xn ; these s hemata are also alled the axioms of the logi . Table 1 lists the names of some ommonly used axioms. Table 2 lists the names
of some ommonly used logi s.
1 Noti e that I use here the same symbol to denote a s hema and a logi . It should be lear
from the ontext whi h is the intended meaning.
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D: 2A ! 3A
T: 2A ! A
4: 2A ! 22A
5: :2A ! 2:2A
Table 1: Some ommon names for axioms.

Name Axioms
S4
KT4
S5
KT5
Table 2: Some ommon names for logi s.

2.3 Possible worlds semanti s
A frame F is a pair F = (W; R) where W is a non-empty set of worlds, or
possible states, and R is a binary relation on W , R  W  W . A model M is a
pair M = (F; V ) where F is a frame and V is a fun tion V : P ! 2W (P is the
set of atomi formulae, see above). V assigns to ea h atomi formula a subset
of W ; V (p) is the set of worlds in whi h p has the value \true".
I write
M j=w '
to denote that ' is true (or, equivalently, ' holds ) in model M at point w 2 W .
j= is de ned indu tively as follows:
M j=w p
i w 2 V (p)
M j=w >
M j=w (' ^ ) i M j=w ' and M j=w
M j=w 2'
i for all w0 2 W , wRw0 implies M j=w0 '
I write M 6j=w ' if it is not the ase that M j=w '.
A formula ' is true in a model M , denoted with M j= ', if M j=w ' for
every w 2 W . A formula is valid in a frame F , denoted with F j= ', if M j= '
for all models F = (M; V ) based on F .
Let C be a lass of frames. A logi L is sound with respe t to C if, for every
formula ', `L ' implies C j= '. L is omplete with respe t to C if C j= ' implies
`L '. L is determined by C if it is sound and omplete with respe t to C

2.4 Standard ompleteness proofs
Possible world semanti s is parti ularly attra tive be ause many modal logi s
are determined by simple lasses of frames (see Table 3). Generally, the proof
of soundness of a logi with respe t to some lass of frames is straightforward.
The proof of ompleteness is usually a bit more ompli ated and requires some
standard ma hinery, presented below.
Consider a logi L. Given a formula ' and a set  L of formulae, ' is
dedu ible from , denoted with ` ', if there exist 1 ; : : : ; n 2 su h that
5

Logi
Class of frames
K
All frames
KD
Serial frames
KT
Re exive frames
S4 = KT4
Transitive and re exive frames
S5 = KT5 Transitive, re exive and symmetri (i.e equivalen e) frames
Table 3: Classes of frames.

`

2 L is onsistent if
1 ! ( 2 ! (: : : ! ( n ! ') : : :)). A set
is maximal if, for any ' 2 L, either ' 2 or :' 2 .

6` ?. A set

Theorem 2.1 (Lindebaum's Lemma) Every onsistent set of formulae an
be extended to a maximal onsistent set
The anoni al model of a logi L is a stru ture ML = (WL ; RL ; VL ) where
WL = fw  L : w is maximalg,
wRL w0 i f' 2 L : 2' 2 wg  w0 ,
VL (p) = fw 2 WL : p 2 wg.

Theorem 2.2 For all formulae ',
ML j= ' i

`L '

To show that a logi L is omplete with respe t to some lass of frames C ,
it is enough to prove that the frame FL underlying the anoni al model ML
belongs to C . Indeed, if 6`L ', then ' is false in the anoni al model ML by
Theorem 2.2, and hen e is false in the anoni al frame FL . This shows that
C j= ' implies `L '. Determination of logi s in Table 3 is proved using this
te hnique.

2.5 Multimodal logi s
The syntax presented above an be extended to take into a ount more than
one modal operator. Namely, onsider a ountable set of propositional variables
P as above, onsider i = 1; : : : ; n modal operators, and de ne formulae ' of this
multimodal language L as follows:

' ::= pj:'j'1 ^ '2 j2i '
Possible world semanti s is easily extended for this multimodal language. A
frame F = (W; Ri ), i = 1; : : : ; n is a stru ture where W is a set of worlds and
Ri  W are binary relations on W . A model is a pair M = (F; V ) where V
is a valuation fun tion as above. The de nitions onsisten y and maximality
are un hanged, as well as the Lindebaum's lemma. Canoni al models an be
de ned in a similar manner to prove the ompleteness of various logi s.
6

2.6 Temporal logi s
2.6.1 LTL
The language LLT L of Linear-Time Logi (LTL, [19℄) is de ned over a set of
atomi formulae p; q; : : : 2 P as follows:
' ::= pj:'j'1 ^ '2 jX'jU ('; )jF (')jG('):
LTL formulae are interpreted over Kripke stru tures. A Kripke stru ture (KS )
is a triple (S; R; I ) where S is a set of states, R  S  S is a transition relation
and I : S ! 2P is an interpretation fun tion. A path is a sequen e of states in
S  =< 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; : : : > su h that (i ; i+1 ) 2 R for all i  0. i denotes the
i-th state in path , and pii =< i ; i+1 ; : : : > is the \tail" of path  starting
at i .
Satis ability of a formula ' with respe t to a path  is de ned indu tively
as follows:
 j= p
i p 2 I (0 ),
 j= :'
i  6j= ',
 j= '1 _ '2 i  j= '1 or  j= '2 ,
 j= X (')
i 1 j= ',
 j= ('U ) i i j= ' until k , for all i < k,
 j= F (')
i there is k su h that k j= ',
 j= G(')
i k j= ' for all k  0.
Noti e that F (') = >U', F (') = :G:('), and G(') = :F :(').

2.6.2 CTL
The language LCT L of Computational Tree Logi (CTL, [29, 9℄) is de ned over
a set of atomi formulae p; q; : : : 2 P as follows:
' ::= pj:'j'1 ^ '2 jEX (')jE ('U )jEG('):
CTL formulae are interpreted over bran hing-time stru tures, using the onepts of path and state introdu ed for LTL.
Satis ability of a formula ' in a state s is de ned indu tively as follows:
s j= p
i p 2 I (s),
s j= :'
i s 6j= ',
s j= '1 _ '2 i s j= '1 or s j= '2 ,
s j= EX (') i There exists a path  su h that 0 = s and 1 j= ',
s j= E ('U ) i There exists a path  su h that 0 = s and a k  0
su h that k j= and i j= ' for all 0  i < k,
s j= EG(') i There exists a path  su h that 0 = s and i j= ' for all i  0.
Other CTL operators an be derived, for example: EF ' = E (>U'), AX' =
:EX :', and AG' = :EF :'.

7

3 Review of multi-agent systems theories
Many di erent formalisms are available for reasoning about MAS; a detailed
review an be found in [41, 16℄. Below I list the main hara teristi s of some
formalisms.

3.1 Cohen and Levesque's intention logi
The key assumption of Cohen and Levesque is that intelligent agents must
a hieve a rational balan e between beliefs, goals, and intentions([10℄, p.214).
To this end, they introdu e a rst order multi-modal logi with four primary
operators: BEL, GOAL, HAPPENS and DONE ([10℄, p.222). The semanti s
of BEL and GOAL is the usual Kripke semanti s; the a essibility relation for
BEL is eu lidean, transitive and serial; the a essibility relation for GOAL is
serial. Moreover, the GOAL relation is a subset of the BEL relation. Worlds in
the formalism are an in nite sequen e of events.
Beside the temporal operators HAPPENS and DONE, there are other onstru ts similar to dynami logi , su h as \;" to denote a sequen e of events and
\?" to denote a test a tion.
The standard temporal operators 2 (\always") and 3 (\at some time") are
de ned as abbreviations:

3' = 9x(Happens x; '?); 2' = :3:'
Other onstru ts are derived from the basi operators; the most important
is persistent goal2:
(P-GOAL i p) = (GOAL i (LATER p)) ^
(BEL i :p) ^
[BEFORE((BEL i p) _ (BEL i 2:p))
:(GOAL i (LATER p))℄
whi h means that an agent i has p as a persistent goal if: i has a goal that
p be omes true at some point in the future, and i believes that p is urrently
false, and i drops his goal only if i believes that the goal has been satis ed, or
i believes that the goal will never be satis ed.
Intentions to a t are de ned as follows3:
(INTEND i ) = (P-GOAL i
[DONE i (BEL i (HAPPENS ))?; ℄)
Noti e that an agent drops an intention of doing an a tion only if the agent
believes that the a tion has been performed, or the agent believes that the
a tion annot be performed.
2 The
3 The

de nition of LATER and BEFORE is straightforward and an be found in the paper
similar de nition for \intending that something be omes true" an be found in [10℄

8

Condition

B sup D sup I
B sub D sub I
BDI
B\D =
6 ;
D\I =
6 ;
B\I =
6 ;

Axiom
(INTEND i E (')) ! (DES i E ('))(BEL i E ('))
(INTEND i A(')) ! (DES i A('))(BEL i A('))
(INTEND i ') ! (DES i ')(BEL i ')
(BEL i ') ! :(DES i :')
(DES i ') ! :(INTEND i :')
(BEL i ') ! :(INTEND i :')

Table 4: Some Intera tion onditions and orresponding axioms

3.2 Rao and George 's BDI logi
My presentation here follows the lines of [16℄. Rao and George 's BDI propose
a family of logi s based on bran hing time temporal logi s CTL. Their logi s
in lude the modal operators BEL, DES and INTEND for expressing beliefs,
desires and intentions. Beliefs orrespond to information that an agent has
about the world. Desires orrespond to states of a airs that an agent would
like to a hieve. Intentions orrespond to desires that an agent is ommitted to
a hieve.
The semanti s of BDI modalities is based on the standard Kripke semanti s.
However, ea h world is itself a Kripke stru ture for CTL logi . Hen e, a world
is a stru ture w =< T; R > where T is a non-empty set of time points and R
is a bran hing time stru ture on T . A situation is a pair < w; t > omposed by
a world and a time point. The a essibility relations B; D; I for BEL, DES and
INTEND are de ned on situations. The logi s proposed by Rao and George
di er on the the intera tions between modalities. Intera tion between relations
orrespond to axioms in the logi . For example, if D  I , then for every agent,
i INTEND i ' ! DES i '.
But worlds are themselves stru tures, so one an also reason about intera tions on the stru ture of worlds. If w and w0 are worlds, w v w0 means that w
has the same stru ture of w0 , but fewer paths. Consider now two a essibility
relation R and R0 . R is a stru tural subset of R0 , denoted with R sub R0 , if for
every R-a essible world w, there is an R0 -a essible world w0 su h that w v w0 .
Similarly, R is a stru tural superset of R0 , denoted with R sup R0 , if w0 v w.
Various BDI logi al systems an be obtained from the intera tions between
relations. See Table 4 for an example.

3.3 Benere etti, Giun higlia and Sera ni's MATL
MultiAgent Temporal Logi [1℄ is the omposition of the temporal logi CTL
and the logi HML (Hierar hi al MetaLogi ) to represent beliefs, desires and
intentions.
HML is de ned as follows. Let I be a set of agent, and O = fB; D; I g be a
set of symbols, one for ea h attitude. Let OI  = (O  I ) , i.e. ea h 2 OI  is a
string representing a possible nesting of attitudes. Ea h 2 OI  is alled a view,
in luding the empty string  representing the view of an \external observer".
9

An agent \is a tree rooted in the view that the external observer has of it"
(noti e that the view that an agent has of another agent an be di erent from
the agent itself). A logi al language L is asso iated to ea h view . Ea h
language is used to express what is true in the representation orresponding to
. It is imposed that Oi ' is a formula of L i ' is a formula of LOi .
The semanti s of fL g 2OI  is given by means of the on ept of tree. A tree
is a subset of the set of possible interpretation of a language L , denoted with
M . Namely, ea h interpretation is denoted with t 2 M , and a tree is a set
ft g 2OI  . A ompatibility relation T is a set of trees. A tree satis es a formula
at a view i the formula is satis ed by all the elements that the tree asso iates
to the view.
A Hierar hi al MetaStru ture (HM Stru ture) is a set of trees T on L losed
under ontainment su h that there is a t 2 T with t 6= ;, if t satis es Oi ',
then tOi satis es ', and if for all t0 2 T , t0 2 t implies that t Oi satis es ' ,
then t satis es Oi '.
MATL stru tures (i.e. models) are a parti ular kind of HM stru tures: ea h
language L is a CTL language. This allows for the interpretation of formulae
of a language that in ludes BDI and temporal (CTL) operators.

3.4 Wooldridge's LORA
LORA [39℄ an be viewed as an extension of the temporal logi CTL. LORA
has four main omponents: a lassi al rst-order omponent, a BDI omponent,
a temporal omponent and an a tion omponent (in a dynami logi style).
The BDI omponent is very similar to the Rao and George 's formalism
presented in Se tion 3.2. The state of an agent is de ned by its beliefs, desires
and intentions, whose semanti s is given via standard Kripke semanti s, and
worlds are themselves bran hing time stru tures. LORA also ontains terms to
reason about groups of agents.
The semanti s of LORA is de ned by means of models. A model for LORA
is a stru ture
M =< T; R; W; D; A t; Agt; B; D; I ; C;  >
where T is the set of all time points, R  T  T is a bran hing time relation over
T , W is a set of worlds over T (see Se tion 3.2), D =< DAg ; DA ; DGr ; DU > is
a domain, A t : R ! DA asso iates an a tion with every relation in R, Agt :
DA ! DAgt asso iates an agent with every a tion, B; D; I are the a essibility
relations, C is an interpretation fun tion for onstants and  is an interpretation
fun tion for predi ates. DAg = f1; : : : ; ng is a set of agents, DA = f ; 0 ; : : :g
is a set of a tions, DGr is a set of non-empty subsets of DAg , i.e. groups of
agents, DU is a set of other individuals. Semanti s for state and path formulae
is given using LORA models.

3.5 Interpreted systems
This se tion introdu es the formalism of interpreted systems in some detail, as
presented in [25℄.
10

Consider n agents in a system and n non-empty sets L1; : : : ; Ln of lo al
states, one for every agent of the system. It is often onvenient to represent
the Environment in whi h the agents \live" as an agent; under this assumption,
lo al states for the Environment will be denoted by LE . Elements of Li will be
denoted by l1 ; l10 ; l2 ; l20 ; : : :. Elements of LE will be denoted by lE ; lE0 ; : : :.
For every agent of the system and for the environment there is a set A ti and
A tE of a tions that the agents and the environment an perform. A tions are
not exe uted randomly, but following parti ular spe i ations alled proto ols.
A proto ol Pi for agent i is a fun tion from the set Li of lo al states to a
non-empty set of a tions A ti (noti e that, by onsidering sets of a tions, the
proto ol is allowed to be non-deterministi ):
Pi : Li ! 2A ti
A system of global states for n agents S is a non-empty subset of the artesian
produ t L1  : : :  Ln  LE . A global state g of a system S is a tuple of the
form g = (l1 ; : : : ; ln ; lE ). li (g) denotes the lo al state of agent i in global state
g. lE (g) denotes the lo al state of the environment in global state g.
The evolution of the system an be modelled by means of a transition fun tion  from global states and joint a tions to global states:
 : SA t!S
where A t = A t1  : : :  A tn  A tE is the set of joint a tions for the system.
Intuitively this de nes temporal ows on the set of global states. A run r is
a fun tion from time to global states: r : IN ! S . Hen e, a run is a sequen e
of global states obtained by applying the fun tion  to global states and joint
a tions. R denotes a set of runs; (r; m) denotes the global state of run r at time
m. Equivalently, I will write r(m) for (r; m). ri (m) denotes the lo al state of
agent i in the global state (r; m) = r(m).
Given a set of propositional variables P , an interpreted system of global
states is a pair IS = (R; h) where R is a set of runs and h : S ! 2P is an
interpretation fun tion; intuitively, h returns the propositional variables true in
a global state.
It is possible to asso iate a Kripke model MIS to ea h interpreted system
IS = (R; h), as follows ([12℄, p.111): MIS = (S; h; 1 ; : : : ; n ), where S is the
set of global states that are rea hable in some run r 2 R, h is the same evaluation
fun tion than above, and 1 ; : : : ; n are binary relations on S de ned by s i s0
if li (s) = li (s0 ) (s; s0 are global states of the form (r; m) and (r0 ; m0 )). From this
orresponden e it is possible to de ne the following:
(IS ; r; m) j= ' if (MIS ; s) j= '
where (r; m) = s. That is: ' holds in the interpreted system IS in run r at time
point m if ' holds in the equivalent Kripke model. Hen e, all the propositional
operators are easily de ned; Epistemi modalities Ki (one for ea h agent) are
interpreted as follows:
(IS ; r; m) j= Ki ' if for all (r0 ; m0 ) (r; m) i (r0 ; m0 ) implies
(IS ; r0 ; m0 ) j= '.
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I say that ' is valid in the interpreted system IS and I write IS j= ' if
(IS ; r; m) j= ' for every (r; m) in IS . The resulting logi for modalities Ki
is S 5n; this models agents with omplete introspe tion apabilities and veridial knowledge [18℄.
Temporal operators an be added to this formalism. LTL-like operators are
de ned in [12℄, p.115. In [21℄ the logi CTLK is built introdu ing CTL-like
operators in the formalism of interpreted systems.

3.6 Extending interpreted systems with deonti operators
The notion of interpreted systems an be extended to in orporate the idea of
orre t fun tioning behaviour of some or all of the omponents [24℄.
Given n agents and n + 1 non-empty sets GE ; G1 ; : : : ; Gn , a deonti system
of global states is any system of global states de ned on LE  GE ; : : : ; Ln  Gn .
GE is alled the set of green states for the environment, and for any agent i, Gi
is alled the set of green states for agent i. The omplement of GE with respe t
to LE (respe tively Gi with respe t to Li ) is alled the set of red states for the
environment (respe tively for agent i). The terms `green' and `red' are hosen as
neutral terms. The term `green' an be read as `legal', `a eptable', `desirable',
` orre t', depending on the ontext of a given appli ation.
Deonti systems of global states are used to interpret modalities su h as the
following
(IS ; g) j= Oi ' if for all g0 we have that li (g0 ) 2 Gi implies
(IS ; g0 ) j= '.

Oi ' is used to represent that ' holds in all (global) states in whi h agent i is
fun tioning orre tly. Again, one an onsider generated models (S; 1 ; : : : ; n
; R1O ; : : : ; RnO ; h), where the equivalen e relations are de ned as above and the
relations RiO are de ned by g RiO g0 if li (g0 ) 2 Gi , with a standard modal logi
interpretation for the operators Oi .
Knowledge an be modelled on deonti interpreted systems in the same way
as on interpreted systems, and one an study various ombinations of the modalities su h as Ki Oj , Oj Ki , and others. Another on ept of parti ular interest
is knowledge that an agent i has on the assumption that the system (the environment, agent j , group of agents X ) is fun tioning orre tly. The (doubly
relativised) modal operator Kb ij is used for this notion, interpreted as follows:
(IS ; g) j= Kb ij ' if for all g0 su h that li (g) = li (g0 ) and
lj (g0 ) 2 Gj we have that (IS ; g0) j= '.

Kb ij ' may be read as expressing that agent i knows ' (in the same informationtheoreti sense as is aptured by Ki ') when agent j is fun tioning orre tly.
Note that Oj Ki ' ! Kb ij ' is valid, but not the onverse.
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4 Veri ation in MAS
4.1 Model he king te hniques
Given a program P , and a property that an be represented as a logi al formula
' in some logi , model he king te hniques allow for the automati veri ation
of whether or not a model MP , representing the program P , satis es the formula
'. In the last two de ades there have been great advan es in the e e tiveness of
this approa h thanks to sophisti ate data manipulation te hniques. Te hniques
based on Binary De ision Diagrams (BDDs, [4℄) have been used to develop
model he kers that are able to he k large number of states ([5℄). Alternative
approa hes using automata have also been developed [37℄. In the following
se tions I present the two approa hes and I introdu e two widely used model
he kers: NuSMV and SPIN. The former is based on BDDs', the latter on
automata.

4.1.1 Model he king with SMV
Bryant [4℄ introdu ed te hniques and algorithms to manipulate boolean fun tions. The idea is to represent boolean fun tions of the form f (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) as
a rooted, dire ted and a- y li graph, alled Ordered Binary De ision Diagram
(OBBD). A fun tion graph an often be \redu ed" by eliminating redundant
verti es ([4℄, p.5). Given a xed ordering of the variables x1 ; : : : ; xn , it an
be shown that the redu ed fun tion graphs form a anoni al representation for
Boolean fun tions4 .
Algorithms for the manipulation of fun tion graphs are given in the paper,
and it is shown that these algorithms have a time omplexity proportional to
the size of graphs. Although in the worst ase a boolean fun tion ould require
a graph whose size is exponential in the number of arguments, it is shown that
many fun tions have a more ompa t representation.
To see how these ideas an be applied in the veri ation of CTL models,
onsider a model (S; R; L) for the logi CTL, where S is a set of states, R is the
transition relation and L is the valuation. Every CTL formula f is identi ed
with the set of states in whi h f is true, fs 2 S : s j= f g. It an be shown that
CTL operators an be hara terised using xed point operators ([5, 29℄). For
instan e,
EF p = y:(p _ EXy)
EGp = y:(p ^ EXy)
That is: the set of states in whi h EF p is true is the least xed point y of the
operator (p _ EXy), where ea h formula is identi ed with the orresponding
set of states. Analogously, the set of states satisfying EGp is the greatest xed
point of the operator (p ^ EXy).
4 In the sense that the redu ed fun tion graph is unique (up to isomorphism) for ea h
boolean fun tion f .
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Provided that the set of states S is nite ([29℄, p.21), the xed points above
an be obtained as the limit of the following ( nite) series:

EF p = [i (y:(p _ EXy))i (false)
EGp = \i (y:(p ^ EXy))i (true)
OBDD's and the xed point hara terisation of CTL operators are the building blo ks of symboli model he king. The idea is to represent the set of states
S as a set of boolean ve tors f0; 1gn, and the transition relation R as a boolean
fun tion on states ([29℄, p.27). It is easy to derive an algorithm to ompute the
set of states satisfying temporal operators, iterating the relevant operators, as
presented above (see [29, 5, 9℄ for details). En oding states and transitions with
OBDD's (i.e. symboli ally ) gives an e e tive solution to the so alled state explosion problem. This problem arises when the states in S are dealt with expli itly;
indeed, the size of S is exponential in the number of (boolean) variables.
SMV (Symboli Model Veri er) is a tool developed from 1993 at Carnegie
Mellon University by Clarke, M Millan, and others. It is a software for he king
properties of nite state systems expressed in CTL temporal logi . SMV has an
input language to des ribe the temporal model, and uses OBDDs to represent
states and transitions.
For the purposes of my resear h, I will onsider NuSMV [8℄, an implementation of SMV. The input language of NuSMV allows for the spe i ation of a
nite system with di erent levels of abstra tion. In the simplest ase, the input
language requires three main se tions:
1. A se tion for variables de laration,
2. A se tion for variables initialisation,
3. A se tion for the des ription of the transition relation.
The following is an example of a NuSMV program.5:
MODULE main
VAR
request : boolean;
state
: {ready, busy};
ASSIGN
init(state) := ready;
next(state) :=
ase
state = ready & request = 1 : busy;
1
: {ready, busy};
esa ;

Given the program above, NuSMV an then be used to reate a model asso iated
with it, and then to model he k temporal formulae. For example, if we were
to feed a NuSMV he ker with the CTL formula
AG((request=0) -> AF(state=ready))

NuSMV would produ e a ounterexample.
5 From

the NuSMV tutorial, available at http://nusmv.irst.it .it
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4.1.2 Model he king with SPIN
Another approa h to model he king involves the use of automata. Formally [30,
33℄, a Bu hi automaton B = (Q; I; Æ; F ) over an alphabet  is given by a nite
set Q of lo ations, a non-empty set I  Q of initial lo ations, a transition
relation Æ  Q    Q, and a set F  Q of a epting lo ations. A run of B
over an in nite !-word w = a0 a1 : : : 2 ! is an in nite sequen e  = q0 q1 : : :
of lo ations qi 2 Q su h that q0 2 I and (qi ; ai ; qi+1 ) 2 Æ. The run is a epting
if there exists some q 2 F su h that qi = q holds for in nitely many i. The
language L(B )  ! it the set of !-words for whi h there exists some a epting
run  of B . A language L 2 ! is alled !-regular i L = L(B ) for some
automaton B .
It is possible to prove [37℄ that, given an LTL formula ' built over a nite
set P of atomi propositions, one an build a Bu hi automaton B' = (Q; I; Æ; F )
over the alphabet , where  = 2P and jS j  2O(j'j), su h that L(B' ) is exa tly
the set of omputations satisfying the formula '.
Similarly ([33℄, p.18), given a state s of an LTL model, it is possible to
onstru t a Bu hi automaton Bs , a epting just the words ! orresponding to
valid omputation paths  starting at s.
Che king whether s j= ' amounts to he king whether L(Bs )  L(B' ).
Equivalently, one an he k whether L(Bs ) \ L(B' ) = ;. Three important
results from [37℄ and [30℄ are summarised below:
1. The emptiness problem for Bu hi automata (i.e., the problem of determining for a given automaton B whether B a epts some word) is solvable in
linear time.
2. For a Bu hi automaton B with n lo ations over alphabet , there is a
Bu hi automaton B with 2O(nlog(n)) lo ations su h that L(B ) = ! nL(B ).
3. Given a Bu hi automaton A with n lo ations and a Bu hi automaton B
with m lo ations, one an onstru t a Bu hi automaton with 2nm states
that a epts L(A) \ L(B ).
From these results it is possible to derive that the time omplexity for model
he king using automata is linear in the size of the model and exponential in
the size of the formula ' to be he ked (see [30℄, p.18).
SPIN [17℄ is a model he ker based on the theory of automata presented
above. The spe i ation of the model is given via a graphi al front-end alled
XSPIN, using the PROMELA language. LTL formulae are typed in XSPIN. The
PROMELA ode and the LTL formula are onverted me hani ally to Bu hi automata, and the veri ation of the formula is performed following the pro edure
presented above.

4.1.3 Bounded Model Che king
A di erent approa h to symboli model he king has been introdu ed re ently
in [2℄. This approa h is based on SAT pro edures (i.e. propositional de ision
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pro edures): the idea is to redu e model he king for LTL to propositional
satis ability.
Spe i ally, given an LTL temporal model M and a positive integer k, the
bounded semanti s for a model M is de ned onsidering omputational paths
of length k; in symbols, (M; ) j=k ' means that the formula ' is valid in the
model M along the path  with bound k. It is possible to prove ([2℄) that, given
an LTL model M and an LTL formula ', (M; ) j= ' i there exists an integer
k and a path  with (M; ) j=k '.
Bounded model he king an then be redu ed to propositional satis ability,
as follows. A propositional formula [M; '℄k is built su h that [M; '℄k is satisable i ' is valid along some path . To onstru t [M; '℄k , a propositional
formula [M℄k is rst de ned to enfor e a valid path. Then, the LTL formula '
is translated into a propositional formula ['℄k , and [M; '℄k is obtained as the
onjun tion of [M℄k and ['℄k : [M; '℄k = [M℄k ^ ['℄k .
It is possible to prove that [M; '℄k is satis able i (M; ) j=k ' for some 
and some k ([2℄).
Bounded model he king has been extended to CTL in [34℄.

4.2 Model he king MAS: the state of the art
The methodologies presented in Se tion 4.1 have been widely and su essfully
used in the veri ation of temporal properties of hardware and software omponents.
As the obje tive of my resear h is to verify properties of multi-agent systems,
the methodologies presented above an be taken as a starting point, but need
to be extended. Spe i ally, they are not designed to represent multi-agent
systems, and they allow for the veri ation of a single modality, the temporal
modality.
Di erent approa hes have been proposed for the problem of veri ation in
MAS. In this se tion I summarise some of them.
1. In [40℄, M. Wooldrige et al. introdu e the MABLE language to spe ify
a multi-agent system. Properties of the systems (i.e. logi al formulae)
are expressed using a simpli ed version of LORA (see Se tion 3). Beliefs, desires and intentions of the agents are modelled using nested data
stru tures, following the ideas of Benere etti, Giun higlia and Sera ni (see
Se tion 3). The MABLE ompiler produ es a PROMELA ode from the
MABLE des ription, and logi al formulae are translated into LTL formulae suitable for SPIN. Similarly, in [3℄ Bordini et al. translate a multi-agent
system spe i ation given in a parti ular language, AgentSpeak(F), into
PROMELA ode. In general, these two works are on erned with the
veri ation of BDI attitudes and their evolution with time.
2. The problem of model he king knowledge and time is explored in [31℄
by R. van der Meyden and N. Shilov. They onsider a parti ular lass of
interpreted systems: syn hronous with perfe t re all interpreted systems.
Perfe t re all means that ea h agent keeps a omplete re ord of all the
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(lo al) states he passes through; formally, the lo al state ri (m) of agent i at
time m is a sequen e of the form ri (m) = ri (0) : : : ri (m). Here syn hronous
means that if (r; u) i (r0 ; v), then u = v. Besides omplexity results
for the problem, an algorithm is given for model he king these lass of
systems using Bu hi automata.
3. In [32℄, R. van der Meyden and K. Su des ribe how OBDD's and symboli
model he king te hniques an be used for the veri ation of syn hronous
with perfe t re all interpreted systems by means of an example, the protool of the dining Cryptographers (see Se tion 6). This approa h is di erent
from the one at the previous point, as OBDD's are used in pla e of Bu hi
automata. Though limited to a parti ular lass of interpreted systems,
this approa h tries to use traditional model he king te hniques in the
veri ation of multi-agent systems.
4. In [15℄ W. van der Hoek and M. Wooldridge present a methodology to
model he k knowledge and time. Their approa h is based on interpreted
system and lo al propositions. Formally, given an interpreted system
I = (R; ) (see Se tion 3.5), a proposition ' is said to be lo al to Agent i if
' is propositional (i.e. no modal operators appear in ') and for all points
(r; u), (r0 ; v) in I , if (r; u) i (r0 ; v), then (I; (r; u)) j= ' i (I; (r0 ; v)) j= '.
W. van der Hoek and M. Wooldridge prove that it is possible to translate a
modal formula involving knowledge operators into an LTL formula involving lo al propositions. This last formula is he ked using SPIN. The main
problem with this approa h is that the lo al propositions needed for the
translation into LTL annot be omputed me hani ally, and must be provided by the user. Nevertheless, several properties of the bit transmission
problem (see Se tion 6) an be he ked automati ally ([15℄, p.11).
5. More re ently, A. Lomus io and W. Pen zek [21℄ extended an algorithm
for bounded model he king CTL formulae to in lude epistemi operators
in a logi alled CTLK, based on interpreted systems semanti s. The idea
is very similar in spirit to [2℄: the model he king problem is redu ed to
a SAT problem for a propositional formula [M; '℄k , where M is a model
of the logi CTLK, ' is a formula and k is a bound. The propositional
formula is the onjun tion of two formulae [M; '℄k = [M℄k ^ ['℄k : the
rst formula onstrains the model to be a orre t model, while the se ond
formula translates the CTLK operators into propositional operators.

5 Resear h plan
Multi-agent systems have long been re ognised as an important on eptualisation in the design and analysis of omplex, distributed systems. These systems
in lude, for example, ommuni ation and se urity proto ols. However, if the
multi-agent systems paradigm is to be used, being able to verify formally properties of multi-agent systems is a ru ial element.
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My resear h is on erned with the problem of veri ation in multi-agent
systems. I hose to on entrate on the formalism of interpreted systems to
des ribe multi-agent systems: this formalism fo uses mainly on epistemi and
temporal operators and allows to reason about knowledge of an agent, ommon and distributed knowledge of a group of agents, and their evolution with
time [12℄. Sergot and Lomus io [23℄ extended interpreted systems by means of
deonti operators (deonti interpreted systems), thus allowing to reason about
the orre t behaviour of single omponents. In the framework of interpreted
systems extended with deonti operators, I have two kind of results that I hope
to a hieve by the end of my PhD:



To provide a methodology to verify automati ally properties of interpreted
systems,



To extend the theoreti al results of [23℄ and [20℄

The works presented in the literature overview of Se tion 4.2 deal with various te hniques for the formal veri ation of attitudes in multi-agent systems.
However, veri ation of epistemi properties is onsidered only in [31℄ and [32℄,
and for a limited lass of interpreted systems. My aim is to onsider a more
general lass of deonti interpreted systems, and to allow for the veri ation of
epistemi and deonti modalities.
I have already obtained some results in the veri ation of non-temporal
epistemi and deonti properties of interpreted systems, and these results are
presented in Se tion 7. In the work arried out so far, my idea has been to
translate a spe i ation of an interpreted system into an SMV program, so that
the set of rea hable global states an be omputed. From the set of rea hable
global states it is possible to build the epistemi relations. All this pro ess is
performed automati ally. This allowed for the automati veri ation of two
examples from the literature: the bit transmission problem and the proto ol of
the dining ryptographers. These results have been presented in details in the
two papers in the Appendix.
My work-plan for the future is:



To modify and extend the ompilation pro ess from an interpreted system spe i ation into SMV ode. Ideally, this new ompilation te hnique
would allow to verify epistemi and temporal operators using existing
tools, su h as NuSMV. I plan to explore the feasibility of this line of
resear h in the next 3 months.



To explore the translation from interpreted systems into timed automata.
Indeed, there is a tool to verify temporal and epistemi modalities for
timed automata [27℄ using bounded model he king te hniques. I plan to
explore this line of resear h in parallel with the ompilation into SMV
ode in the next 4 months.



To explore the use of OBBD's (or other model he king te hniques) for
the veri ation of interpreted systems. This line of resear h is di erent
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from the ones above, be ause it does not involve existing tools. My idea is
to follow the steps of [29℄: translate global states and transition fun tions
into OBBD's, and then verify properties by means of algorithms based
on OBDD's manipulation. This line of resear h involves a theoreti al
investigation that ould take up to 6 months, possibly followed by a
software implementation.



For all the lines of resear h presented above, I plan to investigate the
omplexity of the problem of veri ation.



In parallel with the previous points, and up to the end of my PhD, I plan
to in lude more examples of multi-agent systems veri ation.

Also, there are some theoreti al issues related to the formalism of interpreted
systems that I would like to investigate:



The ompleteness of S 5n + 21 32' ! 3122 ' [20℄. The standard ompleteness proof using anoni al models failed for this system, and I plan
to explore di erent ompleteness proof te hniques for this issue.



An axiomatisation for the Kb ij operator [23℄.

I will investigate these issues in parallel with the resear h for the veri ation
problem in multi-agent systems, and I hope to obtain some results in the next
6 to 9 months.

6 Examples
In my resear h I would like to develop methodologies to model he k epistemi
properties of multi-agent systems. A lot of resear h in the area of multi-agent
systems is theoreti al, with just few examples. I think that it is important to
ground theory into examples, and this Se tion presents two s enarios: the bit
transmission problem and the proto ol of the dining ryptographers, and how
these an be en oded in the formalism of interpreted systems.

6.1 The bit transmission problem
The bit-transmission problem [12℄ involves two agents, a sender S , and a re eiver
R, ommuni ating over a faulty ommuni ation hannel. The hannel may drop
messages but will not ip the value of a bit being sent. S wants to ommuni ate
some information (the value of a bit) to R. One proto ol for a hieving this is as
follows. S immediately starts sending the bit to R, and ontinues to do so until
it re eives an a knowledgement from R. R does nothing until it re eives the
bit; from then on it sends a knowledgements of re eipt to S . S stops sending
the bit to R when it re eives an a knowledgement. Note that R will ontinue
sending a knowledgements even after S has re eived its a knowledgement. Intuitively S will know for sure that the bit has been re eived by R when it gets
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an a knowledgement from R. R, on the other hand, will never be able to know
whether its a knowledgement has been re eived sin e S does not answer the
a knowledgement. There are three a tive omponents in the s enario: a sender,
a re eiver, and a ommuni ation hannel. It is onvenient to see sender and
re eiver as agents, and the ommuni ation hannel as the environment. For the
sender S , it is enough to onsider four possible lo al states. They represent the
value of the bit S is attempting to transmit, and whether or not S has re eived
an a knowledgement from R. Three di erent lo al states are enough to apture
the state of R: the value of the re eived bit, and  representing a ir umstan e
under whi h no bit has been re eived yet:

LS = f0; 1; (0; a k); (1; a k)g; LR = f0; 1; g:
The environment requires four di erent lo al states, representing the possible
ombinations of messages that have been sent in the urrent round, by S and
R, respe tively. The four lo al states are:

LE = f(:; :); (sendbit; :); (:; senda k); (sendbit; senda k)g;
where `.' represents on gurations in whi h no message has been sent by the
orresponding agent. Global states for the system G are de ned as G  LS 
LR  L E .
The set of a tions A ti for every agent in the system an be modelled as
follows:

A tS = fsendbit (0 ); sendbit (1 ); g; A tR = fsenda k ; g:
Here  stands for no a tion.
The a tions A tE for the environment orrespond to the transmission of messages between S and R on the unreliable ommuni ation hannel. It is assumed
that the ommuni ation hannel an transmit messages in both dire tions simultaneously, and that a message travelling in one dire tion an get through
while a message travelling in the opposite dire tion is lost. (Alternatively, one
an think of a pair of unidire tional ommuni ation hannels whose faults are
independent of one other.) The set of a tions for the environment is

A tE = fS R; S !;

R;

g

S R represents the a tion in whi h the hannel transmits any message su essfully in both dire tions, S ! that it transmits su essfully from S to R but loses
any message from R to S , R that it transmits su essfully from R to S but
loses any message from S to R, and that it loses any messages sent in either
dire tion.
The proto ol PS : LS ! 2A tS for S an be de ned as follows:
PS (0) = sendbit (0); PS (1) = sendbit (1);
PS ((0; a k)) = PS ((1; a k)) = ;
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Final state Transition ondition
(0; a k)
LS = 0 and A tR = senda
LS = 0 and A tR = senda
(1; a k)
LS = 1 and A tR = senda
LS = 1 and A tR = senda

k
k
k
k

and A
and A
and A
and A

tE = S
tE =
tE = S
tE =

R or
R
R or
R

Table 5: Transition onditions for S

Final state Transition ondition
0
A tS = sendbit (0 ) and LR =  and A
A tS = sendbit (0 ) and LR =  and A
1
A tS = sendbit (1 ) and LR =  and A
A tS = sendbit (1 ) and LR =  and A

tE = S R or
tE = S !
tE = S R or
tE = S !

Table 6: Transition onditions for R
(I omit bra kets when writing singleton sets).
Similarly, for R:

PR () = ; PR (0) = PR (1) = senda k :
For the environment, a onstant fun tion an be used:

PE (lE ) = A tE = fS R; S !;

R;

g;

for all lE 2 LE

The evolution of the system an be modelled by means of the evolution fun tions
for ea h agent. In [12℄ the evolution fun tion is a fun tion  : G  A t ! G,
where A t = A tS  A tR  A tE is the set of joint a tions for the system. For
example, the de nition of  ontains the following:

( (0; ; (:; :)); (sendbit (0 ); ; S R) )
( (0; ; (:; :)); (sendbit (0 ); ; S !) )
( (0; ; (:; :)); (sendbit (0 ); ; R) )
( (0; ; (:; :)); (sendbit (0 ); ; ) )

=
=
=
=

(0; 0; (sendbit ; :));
(0; 0; (sendbit ; :));
(0; ; (sendbit ; :));
(0; ; (sendbit ; :));

Equivalently, in Table 5, 6, and 7 I list the onditions a tually ausing a transition. Let IS b be the model obtained by following the pro ess des ribed above,
on whi h an appropriate set of propositional variables is interpreted in a natural
way6. For the example under onsideration I shall want to he k the following
6I

assume the following:

(IS b ; g) j= bit = 0
(IS b ; g) j= bit = 1
(IS b ; g) j= re bit
(IS b ; g) j= re a k

if
if
if
if

lS (g) = 0; or lS (g) = (0; a k)
lS (g) = 1; or lS (g) = (1; a k)
lR (g) = 1; or lR (g) = 0
lS (g) = (1; a k); or lS (g) = (0; a k):

For example bit = 0 is true at a global state of the model if the lo al state of the sender is
either 0, or (0; a k).
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Final state
(:; :)
(sendbit; :)

Transition ondition
A tS =  and A tR = 
A tS = sendbit (0 ) and A tR =  or
A tS = sendbit (1 ) and A tR = 
(:; senda k)
A tR =  and A tR = senda k
(sendbit; senda k) A tS = sendbit (0 ) and A tR = senda k or
A tS = sendbit (1 ) and A tR = senda k
Table 7: Transition onditions for E
formulae:
IS b j= re a k ! KS KR (bit = 0) _ KR (bit = 1)

IS b j= re bit ! KR (bit = 0) _ KR (bit = 1)
IS b j= re a k ^ (bit = 0) ! KS KR (bit = 0)



(1)
(2)
(3)

6.2 The bit transmission problem with faults
I analyse here the ase in whi h agents do not behave as they are supposed
to. Two on rete examples are onsidered. In the rst, the re eiver may fail to
send an a knowledgement message when it re eives a bit [26℄. In the se ond,
the re eiver R may send a knowledgements even when it is not supposed to,
i.e., when it has not yet re eived the value of the bit.

6.2.1 Faulty re eiver { 1
This ase is dealt with by onsidering a new proto ol whi h extends the original
one. Two new lo al states are introdu ed for the re eiver R. The lo al states
for the re eiver R are now:
L0R = f0; 1; ; (0; f ); (1; f )g
The states (i; f ) (i = f0; 1g) are faulty states in whi h R re eived a bit but failed
to send an a knowledgement. If the re eiver enters one of its faulty states, it an
nevertheless re over to a non-faulty state [24℄, by sending an a knowledgement
the next time round.
The proto ol for the re eiver R is modi ed as follows:

PR0 (0) = PR0 (1) = fsenda k; g
by extending the de nition to over also the faulty lo al states (0; f ) and (1; f ):

PR0 ((0; f )) = PR0 ((1; f )) = fsenda k; g
For this version of the problem, the system evolution fun tion 0 is required to
be the same as in the basi version for a tions onforming to proto ols in nonfaulty states. For the other ases, 0 needs to over the onditions under whi h
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we move to a faulty lo al state for agent R, and then the out ome of transitions
originating from faulty lo al states for agent R. For example, the de nition of 0
ontains, for all E 2 A tE , unless stated otherwise (the de nitions for bit = 1
are analogous):

0 ( (0; 0; (:; :)); (sendbit(0); ; E ) ) =
(0; (0; f ); (sendbit; :))
0
 ( ((0; a k); 0; (:; :)); (; ; E ) ) =
((0; a k); (0; f ); (; ))
0 ( (0; (0; f ); (:; :)); (sendbit(0); ; E ) ) =
(0; (0; f ); (sendbit; :))
0
 ( (0; (0; f ); (:; :)); (sendbit(0); senda k; E ) ) =
((0; a k); 0; (sendbit; :))
( E 2 fS R; Rg)
0
 ( (0; (0; f ); (:; :)); (sendbit(0); senda k; E ) ) =
(0; 0; (sendbit; senda k))
( E 2 fS !; g)
Note that in the last two ases sending an a knowledgement in a faulty loal state puts R ba k into a fault-free lo al state|the re ord of the proto olviolating fault is wiped out. For ompleteness:

0 ( ((0; a k); (0; f ); (:; :)); (; ; E ) ) = ((0; a k); (0; f ); (; ))
0 ( ((0; a k); (0; f ); (:; :)); (; senda k; E ) ) = ((0; a k); 0; (; senda k))
Others ases for the de nition of 0 are similarly expressed.
Let IS 0b be the model obtained by following the pro ess des ribed above7.
In the next Se tion it will be veri ed that:


IS 0b j= re bit ! KR (bit = 0) _ KR (bit = 1)

IS 0b j= re a k ! KS KR (bit = 0) _ KR (bit = 1)
IS 0b j= re a k ^ (bit = 0) ! KS KR (bit = 0)

(4)
(5)
(6)

6.2.2 Faulty re eiver { 2
For this version of the problem a new lo al state for the re eiver R is introdu ed,
namely (; f ), and deonti on epts introdu ed in Se tion 3.6 are used. This is
the lo al state in whi h R did not re eive a bit but nevertheless R sent an a knowledgement. The lo al states (0; f ) and (1; f ) of R represent the ase where
R has re eived the value of the bit and has sent an erroneous a knowledgement
at some time in the past. For S , sin e I am not admitting (for the purposes of
the example) the possibility of faults, its lo al states are all green. Thus:
L00S = G00S = f0; 1; (0; a k); (1; a k)g; RS00 = ;:
For the ase of the environment, the possibility of faulty, or unreliable, behaviour
of the hannel is already represented by the four kinds of transmit a tions.
7 The

interpretation of the variables is similar.
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`Faults' of the ommuni ation hannel are not violations of the proto ol under
examination. A ordingly, all lo al states of the environment are also green;
RE00 = ;, L00E = G00E , and:

G00E = f(:; :); (sendbit; :); (:; senda k); (sendbit; senda k)g:
For R, lo al states are de ned as follows:

G00R = f0; 1; g; RR00 = f(0; f ); (1; f ); (; f )g; L00R = G00R [ RR00 :
The proto ol fun tions of this deonti interpreted system are now de ned. Given
that the two sets of lo al states for S and E have not hanged, the fun tions
PS and PE an be kept as for the basi version. PR ha to be extended, so that
it is de ned also on the red lo al states of R.

PR00 () = PR () = ;
PR00 (0) = PR00 (1) = PR (0) = PR (1) = senda k
For the red lo al states RR00 = f(0; f ); (1; f ); (; f )g we shall de ne

PR00 ((0; f )) = PR00 ((1; f )) = PR00 ((; f )) = A tR = fsenda k ; g
It remains to de ne the evolution fun tion 00 . Essentially the de nition of  is
extended by insisting that R's lo al states will be red if R has sent an a knowledgement, either in the urrent round or in the past, without having re eived
the bit rst, and otherwise opy R's transitions in , i.e., R will orre tly store
the bit if it has re eived it and remain in the state  otherwise. First, the e e ts
of proto ol-violating a tions in green R states are spe i ed. For the ase where
the bit is 0 (the other an be done similarly) it is imposed that:

00 ( (0; ; (:; :)); (sendbit(0); senda k; S R) ) =
( (0; a k); (0; f ); (sendbit; senda k) )
00
 ( (0; ; (:; :)); (sendbit(0); senda k; S !) ) =
( 0; (0; f ); (sendbit; senda k) )
00 ( (0; ; (:; :)); (sendbit(0); senda k; R) ) =
( (0; a k); (; f ); (sendbit; senda k) )
00
 ( (0; ; (:; :)); (sendbit(0); senda k; ) ) =
( 0; (; f ); (sendbit; senda k) )
Note that in the rst ase above the result state is a faulty (red) state even
though ommuni ation has taken pla e, and that in the se ond and fourth ases
the result state is a faulty (red) state even though the erroneous a knowledgement was not re eived by S .
Now the de nition of  is extended so that 00 is de ned also on red lo al
states for R. On e R is in a red state it is imposed that it will remain in a red
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state, although it will orre tly store messages, if re eived.

00 ( (0; (; f )); (:; :)); (sendbit(0); senda k; S R) ) =
( (0; a k); (0; f ); (sendbit; senda k) )
00
 ( (0; (; f )); (:; :)); (sendbit(0); senda k; S !) ) =
( 0; (0; f ); (sendbit; senda k) )
00 ( (0; (; f )); (:; :)); (sendbit(0); senda k; R) ) =
( (0; a k); (; f ); (sendbit; senda k) )
00
 ( (0; (; f )); (:; :)); (sendbit(0); senda k; ) ) =
( 0; (; f ); (sendbit; senda k) )
The other ases are omitted.
Let IS 00b be the model obtained in this example. Considering green and
red states the doubly relativised operator Kb SR introdu ed in se tion 3.5 an be
interpreted. I want to verify that none of the epistemi formulae presented in
earlier se tions hold in this version. In parti ular:
IS 00b 6j= re a k ! KS KR (bit = 0) _ KR (bit = 1)



(7)

However, it is possible to verify that a parti ular form of knowledge still
holds. If S makes the assumption of R's orre t fun tioning behaviour, then,
upon re eipt of an a knowledgement, it makes sense for S to assume that R
does know the value of the bit; this is exa tly what is aptured by Kb SR 8 .
IS 00b j= re a k ! Kb SR KR (bit = 0) _ KR (bit = 1)
IS 00b j= re a k ^ (bit = 0) ! Kb SR KR (bit = 0)



(8)
(9)

6.3 The proto ol of the dining ryptographers
This proto ol is presented in [6℄ and [32℄. The general aim of the proto ol is
to allow an untra eable broad asting of messages in multi-agent systems. The
proto ol is originally introdu ed with the following example:
\Three ryptographers are sitting down to dinner at their favourite three-star
restaurant. Their waiter informs them that arrangements have been made with
the maitre d'hotel for the bill to be paid anonymously. One of the ryptographers might be paying for the dinner, or it might have been NSA (U.S. National
Se urity Agen y). The three ryptographers respe t ea h other's right to make
an anonymous payment, but they wonder if NSA is paying. They resolve their
un ertainty fairly by arrying out the following proto ol:
Ea h ryptographer ips an unbiased oin behind his menu, between him
and the ryptographer on his right, so that only the two of them an see the
out ome. Ea h ryptographer then states aloud whether the two oins he an
see { the one he ipped and the one his left-hand neighbour ipped { fell on
8 The interpretation for the atoms is a straightforward extension of what is reported previously and not repeated here.
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the same side or on di erent sides. If one of the ryptographers is the payer,
he states the opposite of what he sees. An odd number of di eren es uttered
at the table indi ates that a ryptographer is paying; an even number indi ates
that NSA is paying (assuming that the dinner was paid for only on e). Yet
if a ryptographer is paying, neither of the other two learns anything from the
utteran es about whi h ryptographer it is."[6℄
Three agents Ci (i = f1; 2; 3g) model the three ryptographers and one agent
E models the Environment. The Environment is used to (non-deterministi ally)
sele t the initial on guration of the payer and the results of oin tosses.
Lo al states LCi for ea h ryptographer Ci are represented with a tuple

LCi = hv1 ; v2 ; v3 i
where9:

v1 =

v2 =

8
<


the initial state
NotPaid if the agent did not pay for the dinner
Paid
if the agent paid for the dinner

:

8
>
>
<
>
>
:


initial state
Di erent if the left oin is di erent from the
right oin for Ci
Equal
if the left oin is equal to the right oin
8
<


initial state
Odd odd number of di eren es uttered
:
Even even number of di eren es uttered
Lo al states for the Environment are tuples LE of the form
v3 =

LE = hChA; ChB; ChC; payeri
where ChA; ChB; ChC are the \ hannels" between the Cryptographers,
with value randomly sele ted at the beginning of the run being Head or tail
(the out ome of the oin toss), and

payer =

8
>
>
<
>
>
:

1
2
3
4

if C1 paid for the dinner
if C2 paid for the dinner
if C3 paid for the dinner
if the NSA paid for the dinner

The a tions for the ryptographers are:

A tC1 = A tC2 = A tC3 = f; say(equal); say(not equal)g
The environment is not performing any a tion:

A tE = 
9

denotes an empty or unde ned state or a tion.
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Final state
Transition ondition
hPaid, Equal; i (h; ; i; ; h1; Head, Head; i; ); () or
(h; ; i; ; h1; Tail, Tail; i; ); ()
Table 8: Transition onditions for C1
Hen e, there is no proto ol for the Environment10.
The proto ol P Ci for the ryptographers is as follows:

P Ci (LCi ) =

8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

if LCi is of the form
h NotPaid, Equal, * i or
h Paid, NotEqual,* i
say(not equal) if LCi is of the form
h NotPaid, NotEqual, * i or
h Paid, Equal, * i

all the remaining ases
say(equal)

The de nition of initial states for agents representing the ryptographers is:
init(LC1 ) = init(LC3 ) = init(LC3 ) = h; ; i
The initial state for the environment is randomly sele ted from the set of
possible ombinations of values for Channels (Head or Tail) and payer (one of
the ryptographers or the NSA).
The set of global states is G = LC1  LC2  LC3  LE ; A t = A tC1 
A tC2  A tC3  A tE is the set of joint a tions. Following what has been done
for the bit transmission problem in the previous se tion, the evolution fun tion
for the system is built using the de nition of the evolution fun tions for ea h
agent. Noti e that the evolution of LE and the dependen es from A tE in
the remaining evolution fun tions are not needed, thanks to the assumptions
on the environment (no a tions, and lo al state xed at the beginning of the
run). As an example, the transition onditions ausing a transition to lo al
state hPaid, Equal; i for the rst Cryptographer C1 are listed in Table 8.
Let IS d be the model obtained by following the pro ess des ribed above. A
set of atomi propositions fpaid1, paid2, paid3 , even, oddg is de ned, that
an be interpreted in a natural way in IS d :
(IS d; g) j= paid1
(IS d; g) j= paid2
(IS d; g) j= paid3
(IS d; g) j= even
(IS d; g) j= odd

if
if
if
if
if

lC1 (g) = hPaid; ; i
lC2 (g) = hPaid; ; i
lC2 (g) = hPaid; ; i
lCi = h; ; Eveni for every i
lCi (g) = h; ; Oddi for every i

10 Equivalently one an think of a proto ol mapping every lo al state for the environment
to the null a tion .
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I will he k the orre tness of:
IS d j= odd ! (:paid1 ! (KC1 (paid2 _ paid3 )

^
: KC1 (paid2 ) ^ : KC1 (paid2 ))))

(10)

IS d j= even ! KC1 (:paid1 ^ :paid2 ^ :paid3 )

(11)

7 Results obtained so far
The available model he kers (e.g. SMV and SPIN) do not allow for the veriation of epistemi operators, but still they an be used in the veri ation of
interpreted systems.
The methodology that I present here has been developed to automati ally
verify non-temporal epistemi properties of interpreted systems. Given an interpreted system IS , it is possible to build an SMV program PIS su h that the
set of states in the temporal model generated by PIS has a one-to-one orresponden e with global states of the interpreted system. The SMV program is
onstru ted as follows11:
1. De lare an SMV-variable for ea h agent, where the set of lo al states is
stored.
2. De lare an SMV-variable for the a tions, one for ea h agent.
3. A tions (in SMV) take a value that is based on the proto ol of the interpreted system.
4. The onditions for the evolution of the lo al states variable are obtained
from the evolution fun tion of the orresponding interpreted system.
5. Propositions are de ned using the fun tion h of the interpreted system.
The set of \rea hable states" is needed to build epistemi and deonti relations
between states to evaluate formulae involving epistemi and deonti operators.
This set an be obtained automati ally from NuSMV, as explained below.
Then, I have built a parser that takes the set of rea hable states as input and
produ es a model with epistemi and deonti relations in the format of Akka, a
Kripke model editor12 . This methodology is summarised in Fig. 1
In the following subse tions I apply this methodology to the me hani al
veri ation of formulae (1{11) of Se tion 6.
11 The methodology presented here is a revised
12 http://turing.wins.uva.nl/ lhendrik/
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version of the one in [22℄.

Set of reachable states

Interpreted System

NuSMV code

Parser

Akka checker

Figure 1: The methodology for non-temporal model he king.

7.1 Veri ation of the bit transmission problem
This example is analysed in detail in the paper [22℄. I report here the main
results.
Basi ase: the lo al states for the sender S are oded in NuSMV as:
LS
: {LS0, LS1, LS2, LS3};
- -- Lo al states for the sender:
- -LS0 = 0
- -LS1 = 1
- -LS2 = (0,a k)
- -LS3 = (1,a k)

In a similar way the lo al states for R and for the environment an be en oded,
and the a tions spe i ed. The proto ol fun tions and the evolution fun tion 
( alled next in the ode) are oded in terms of lo al states and a tions. For
example,
next(LS) := ase
( LS = LS0 ) & ( A tR = senda k )
& ( A tE = <-r | A tE = s-r ) : LS2;
( LS = LS1 ) & ( A tR = senda k )
& ( A tE = <-r | A tE = s-r ) : LS3;
1 : LS;
esa ;

I modi ed the NuSMV ode to generate the rea hable global states of the system13 . The output is a le with the list of all the rea hable states. This le
is parsed by means of a C++ program that I wrote, produ ing as output a
Kripke model representing the epistemi relations generated by the s enario.
The format of the output le is tailored for Akka, a software pa kage that allows he king validity in a model. Figure 2 shows a s reen-shot of the model
obtained as depi ted by Akka. The nodes represent the global states of the
model and the ar s represent the epistemi (equivalen e) relations between the
states. We are now in a position to he k any epistemi property of the system
that an be written as a modal formula of arbitrary omplexity. Spe i ally, we
an he k me hani ally that Formulae (1{3) hold in this model.
Faulty Re eiver { 1: The NuSMV implementation of this version of the
bit transmission problem is a straightforward extension of the ode for the basi
version presented above (details an be found in [22℄). Formulae (4{6) an be
he ked with Akka. We see that the faults by R onsidered in this version of the
13 Thanks to Mar o Pistore, who helped in the modi ation of NuSMV v2.0. Thanks to this
work, printing rea hable states is a feature available from NuSMV v2.1.
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Figure 2: S reenshot in Akka of the model IS b for the basi version of the bit
transmission problem.
example are re overable, in the sense that they do not ne essarily ompromise
ommuni ation.
Faulty Re eiver { 2: The NuSMV ode for this ase is an extension of the
basi ode. The evolution fun tion for the re eiver is a bit more ompli ated,
to over all possible ases of faulty behaviour. Formulae (7{9) an be he ked
me hani ally, as shown in [22℄.

7.2 Veri ation of the proto ol of the dining ryptographers
In the interpreted system for the proto ol of the dining ryptographers four
agents are involved: three ryptographers and the environment. I de ided to
extend the methodology presented above, by developing a Java ompiler to
translate the spe i ation of an interpreted system given in XML into SMV
ode. Preliminary results are reported in [36, 35℄. The revised methodology
pro eeds as follows:

 Lo al states:

I assume that lo al states an be represented as a list of
variables, ea h having a nite range of values. More in detail, onsider
an agent i: a lo al state li for agent i is a tuple li = hv1;i ; : : : ; vn;i i where
ea h vn;i ranges over a nite set of values.

 Evolution fun tion:

In the des ription below I use a slightly modi ed
and simpler syntax for : the idea is to de ompose nal global states
of the fun tion . Consider n evolution fun tions, one for ea h agent,
i : S  A t ! Li (i = 1; : : : ; n) from global states and a tions to lo al
30

Specify interpreted system

XML editor

Translate specification into NuSMV program

Java compiler

Use NuSMV to compute reachable states

NuSMV

Build an epistemic model

Parser

Model check epistemic formulae

Akka

Procedures

Software tools

Figure 3: The revised methodology for non-temporal model he king.
states of agent i. In the following, I shall list only the global states and
a tions that ause a hange in the lo al state of agent i, and assume that,
if a global state is not listed in the de nition of some i , then this global
state is not relevant in the evolution of Li .
The spe i ation of an interpreted system is required as an input for the Java
translator. This spe i ation must ontain at least the following information:
1. Number of agents.
2. Number of lo al states and a tions for ea h agent.
3. Number of variables in ea h lo al state, for ea h agent; values of ea h variable
in the lo al state.
4. Proto ol as a fun tion from lo al states (i.e. set of variables) to a tions, one
for ea h agent.
5. Initial state(s).
6. Transition fun tions from lo al states and a tions to a single lo al state.
These parameters are read from an XML le, whose DTD is available at the
following link:
http://www.d s.k l.a .uk/pg/fran o/is/is.dtd.
This revised methodology is illustrated in Fig. 3. I did not in lude deonti
operators in the Java translator and in the XML spe i ation, but nevertheless
we have been able to he k the proto ol of the dining ryptographers.
Spe i ally, Formulae (10) and (11) are true in the model IS d . These two
formulae on rm the orre tness of the statement: if the rst ryptographer did
not pay for the dinner and there is an odd number of di eren es in the utteran es, then the rst ryptographer knows that either the se ond or the third
ryptographer paid for the dinner; moreover, in this ase, the rst ryptographer does not know whi h one of the remaining ryptographers is the payer.
Conversely, if the number of di eren es in the utteran es is odd, then the rst
ryptographer knows that nobody paid for the dinner.
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8 Con lusion
In this report I have presented my resear h, that deals mainly with the issue of
veri ation in MAS. After a detailed introdu tion on multi-agent system theories
and model he king, I presented results obtained in the veri ation of epistemi
properties in interpreted systems. Also, a review of the (re ent) literature in
MAS veri ation is reported in Se tion 4.2.
Veri ation of MAS is a relatively unexplored eld of resear h, and this
resear h aims at making a ontribution in this eld. Spe i ally, in the work
arried out so far I have been able to model he k automati ally non-temporal
epistemi properties of interpreted systems in two well known examples: the
bit transmission problem and the proto ol of the dining ryptographers. Other
examples ould be he ked using the methodology presented in this work, and
this is one of my obje tives for the future.
However , the methodologies that I have presented in Se tion 7 have some
drawba ks:



The representation of global states in Akka is not symboli . It is true that
in most ases the set of rea hable states is orders of magnitude smaller
than the full artesian produ t of lo al states, and rea hable states are
omputed symboli ally by NuSMV. Nevertheless, s alability an be an
issue for problems with a large set of rea hable states.



Model he king is limited to epistemi or deonti operators. Though nontemporal model he king makes sense in many ases (see [36℄), sometimes
we want to reason about the evolution of knowledge with time.

To over ome these issues, di erent lines of resear h are urrently under investigation. I plan to obtain a methodology to symboli ally model he k a
ri her language, in luding temporal and epistemi operators, by the end of this
resear h.
In parallel, from a more theoreti al point of view, I am urrently studying
the ompleteness of the Kb ji operator and some other theoreti al issues.
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